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Product number: KL-GUTSCHEIN
from 10,00 € * 10,00 €

Always the right gift idea on the hook: fishing accessories voucher

Would you like to give a gift to a passionate angler, but leave it up to him to choose the fishing accessories 
for his shopping basket? Or are you unfamiliar with the terms wobbler, spinner, pilker & co? No wonder, if 
you are not an angler or sport fisherman yourself. With a Köder-Laden.de voucher, you can still make the 
fishing friend in your family as well as fishing-enthusiastic neighbours, acquaintances or work colleagues 
happy about their favourite hobby: Bait fishing friends with our fishing shop voucher! Give the gift of 
anticipation for the next big catch with the Köder Laden voucher!

Give the gift of anticipation for the next big catch with the Köder 
Laden voucher!

Lots of fishing pleasure: You decide the value of the fishing accessories voucher yourself - there are eleven 
variants to choose from. From a small gift starting at 10.00 euros to a stately present worth 1000.00 euros, 
there is guaranteed to be the right gift bait for every angler and every occasion! Of course, the Koeder-
Laden.de voucher is valid for the entire range. The selection is really comprehensive and ranges from fishing 
line to various lures to fishing boats. If you like to think a little longer before deciding on one or more items 
from the Köder Laden, you can take your time. After all, patience is part of the fishing philosophy. For this 
reason, the gift voucher is valid as a shopping voucher until 3 years after the date of issue.

This is how you can easily and conveniently fish for your koeder-
laden.de voucher:

You can buy the gift voucher with or without an existing customer account. You will receive the voucher a 



short time later as a 4-sided printed decorative card by post - free of shipping costs, of course. Do you want 
to print out the gift voucher yourself? That is also possible, a corresponding link will then be sent to you by 
e-mail. The person receiving the gift voucher can redeem it in the Köder Laden store just as easily: Simply 
enter the voucher code in the shopping basket field provided, then click on the "Send voucher" button - and 
the voucher for fishing accessories will be charged.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=212a41ed6e7aeed42cb6cd83e27f7f35

